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Functional–Anatomic Correlates of Sustained and Transient
Processing Components Engaged during
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Controlled processing is central to episodic memory retrieval. In the present study, neural correlates of sustained, as well as transient,
processing components were explored during controlled retrieval using a mixed blocked event-related functional magnetic resonance
imaging paradigm. Results from 29 participants suggest that certain regions in prefrontal cortex, including anterior left inferior prefrontal cortex near Brodmann’s Area (BA) 45/47 and more posterior and dorsal left prefrontal cortex near BA 44, increase activity on a
trial-by-trial basis when high levels of control are required during retrieval. Providing direct evidence for control processes that participate on an ongoing basis, right frontal-polar cortex was strongly associated with a sustained temporal profile during high control
retrieval conditions, as were several additional posterior regions, including those within left parietal cortex. These results provide
evidence for functional dissociation within prefrontal cortex. Frontal-polar regions near BA 10 associate with temporally extended
control processes that may underlie an attentional set, or retrieval mode, during controlled retrieval, whereas more posterior prefrontal
regions associate with individual retrieval attempts. In particular, right frontal-polar cortex involvement in sustained processes reconciles a number of disparate findings that have arisen when contrasting blocked-trial paradigms with event-related paradigms.
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Introduction
Controlled processing is central to intentional memory retrieval.
Defined broadly, controlled processing reflects a person’s intentions, is subject to capacity limitations, and tends to operate in
situations in which task goals cannot be achieved through automated stimulus–response mappings (Schneider and Shiffrin,
1977). The need for controlled processing in memory arises because the amount of information stored in memory exceeds the
specific information that is required at any given moment (Tulving and Pearlstone, 1966). Cognitive theories of episodic retrieval
often ally controlled retrieval processing with the recollection of
contextual details surrounding a previous encounter with a stimulus and contrast recollection with a less controlled familiarity
process (Mandler, 1980; Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 2002). In the
present study, we explored neural correlates of controlled processing components engaged during recognition tasks specifically designed to differentially encourage highly controlled or less
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tention (Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Bundeson, 1999), where
possible we distinguish between “control processes” (the source
of top-down control) and “controlled processes” (the site of
control).
During any retrieval task, both control processes and controlled processes may operate on a trial-by-trial basis (as, for
example, when a person initiates a retrieval attempt) and also in a
sustained manner [as when a person adopts a “retrieval mode”
(Tulving, 1983; Nyberg et al., 1995; Düzel et al., 1999; Rugg and
Wilding, 2000)]. The goal of the present study was to identify
neural correlates of sustained and transient, or trial-related, controlled processing components. Here, differing levels of control
were induced by manipulating conditions at encoding, before a
scanned recognition task. Specifically, participants studied one
list of words repeatedly (20 times) under intentional instructions
and practiced retrieval multiple times before scanning. A second
list of words was studied once under deep encoding conditions.
The first condition encouraged participants to rely on minimal
controlled processing to distinguish between well rehearsed (repeatedly studied) targets and new lures. In contrast, the second
study condition encouraged participants to recollect, using a high
level of controlled processing, the episodic details of an item’s
previous occurrence to distinguish between once-presented
(deeply encoded) targets and new lures.
This behavioral manipulation, which yielded low control and
high control retrieval conditions, was combined with recently
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developed event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) procedures that can separate transient responses to individual trials from those associated with sustained changes
adopted in specific task contexts (Chawla et al., 1999; Donaldson
and Buckner, 2001; Donaldson et al., 2001; Otten et al., 2002;
Visscher et al., 2003a). In this manner, functional anatomy associated with changes in controlled processing that occur on a trialby-trial basis were explored as well as changes instantiated on an
ongoing basis to enable a retrieval mode, or cognitive set, during
epochs of controlled remembering (Tulving, 1983; Nyberg et al.,
1995; Düzel et al., 1999; Rugg and Wilding, 2000).
To date, sustained and trial-related processes have been difficult to dissociate using neuroimaging techniques. Standard
event-related procedures examine trial-related activity in isolation, whereas blocked procedures confound sustained and trialrelated processes by averaging over extended epochs that include
all forms of ongoing activity. In contrast, this study reveals that
certain brain regions show dissociable patterns of sustained and
trial-related activity and, perhaps most significantly, that right
frontal-polar contributions to memory retrieval can be strongly
associated with sustained, mode-related control processes.

Materials and Methods
Participants

Thirty-four participants from the Washington University community
volunteered and received $25 per hour as payment. All were native English speakers with normal or corrected to normal vision and reported no
history of neurological problems. Five participants were either unable to
complete the study or produced data with sufficient artifacts to preclude
further analysis. Thus, fMRI data from 29 participants are reported (18
females, 11 males, mean age 21.3 years, range 18 –31 years). Behavioral
data for pre-scan and post-scan lure recognition tests for one participant
were lost because of equipment failure. Informed consent was obtained
from all participants in accordance with the guidelines and approval of
the Washington University Human Studies Committee.

Data acquisition
MRI data were acquired using a Siemens 1.5 Tesla Vision System (Erlangen, Germany) with a standard circularity-polarized head coil. Pillows
and thermoplastic face masks minimized head movement. Headphones
dampened scanner noise and allowed communication with participants.
A power Macintosh computer (Apple, Cupertino, CA) and PsyScope
software (Cohen et al., 1993) controlled stimulus display and recorded
responses from a magnet-compatible fiber-optic key-press device. An
LCD projector (Epson 500C LCD, Sharp LCD PG-C20XU) projected
stimuli onto a screen at the head of the bore, viewable via a mirror
attached to the head coil.
Structural images were acquired first, using a sagittal MP-RAGE T1weighted sequence [repetition time (TR) ⫽ 9.7 msec; echo time (TE) ⫽
4 msec; flip angle a ⫽ 10°; inversion time (TI) ⫽ 20 msec; voxel size ⫽
1 ⫻ 1 ⫻ 1.25 mm]. Functional images were acquired using an asymmetric spin-echo echo-planar sequence (Conturo et al., 1996) sensitive to
blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (T2*) (TR ⫽ 2.36
sec; TE ⫽ 37 msec; flip angle ⫽ 90°; voxel size ⫽ 3.75 ⫻ 3.75 mm in-plane
resolution). Participants performed four functional runs (before performance of an additional experiment, reported separately) during which
128 sets of 16 contiguous 8-mm-thick axial images were acquired parallel
to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure plane. Functional
runs began with four “dummy” image acquisitions to allow stabilization
of longitudinal magnetization.

Behavioral paradigm
The experiment was conducted over 2 d, with scanning occurring on day
2. On day 1, participants sat in front of a computer monitor and studied
words presented via a Power Macintosh computer, making key presses
on a PsyScope Button Box (Cohen et al., 1993). Participants studied and
were tested repeatedly on one set of 60 words during each of three study
blocks. During these blocks the same set of 60 words was presented five
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times. Words were presented [1 sec duration, 0.5 sec interstimulus interval (ISI) of fixation] in random order with the restriction that at least one
item intervene between repetitions. Participants were instructed to read
words aloud and to remember them for a later memory test.
Each study block was followed immediately by a recognition test. During these tests, the 60 words presented for study were randomly intermixed with 60 new lures (that differed for each test) and 60 fixation trials.
Test stimuli were presented for 1.5 sec duration (0.86 sec ISI of fixation).
Participants responded “old” or “new” using the index fingers of each
hand (with hand counterbalanced across participants, resulting in 13
participants using their right hand for old). Participants were instructed
to make old–new judgments quickly and accurately. This study test procedure was repeated three times such that on day 1 participants studied
each of the 60 target words 15 times. Participants thus became well practiced at making recognition decisions for these critical words.
On day 2, before scanning, participants performed one more study
session (as above), intended to refresh their memory for the targets presented on day 1. This concluded the (intentional) encoding procedure
for words to be presented in “low control” retrieval scans. Immediately
after this study session, participants performed a pleasantness judgment
task in which 60 words (not presented elsewhere in the experiment) were
presented once each. These words became those to be presented in “high
control” retrieval scans. Each word was presented for 1 sec, followed by
an ISI of fixation of varying duration. Participants read each word aloud
and then made a pleasantness judgment by stating aloud “pleasant” or
“unpleasant.” The experimenter keyed in participants’ judgments, thus
initiating the next trial.
After this (incidental) deep encoding task, participants were brought
to the scanner (a delay of ⬃10 –15 min) where after acquisition of structural images they performed a recognition memory task requiring discrimination between old target words (presented in the encoding sessions) and new lures (not seen elsewhere in the experiment) during four
functional runs. Across runs, the nature of old target words was manipulated. For two consecutive runs (low control retrieval runs), target
words were those that had been studied repeatedly using intentional
encoding and repeated tests. For the other two runs (high control retrieval runs), target words were those presented in the deep encoding
task. Conditions were blocked within runs to maximize the likelihood
that participants would maintain task set. Participants were explicitly
informed about the source of the old words to be tested before each run.
The order of low control and high control retrieval runs was counterbalanced across participants.
Each functional run lasted ⬃5 min (128 acquisitions, 1 acquisition
every 2.36 sec) separated by a 3 min break. As Figure 1 shows, during each
run participants alternated between blocked periods of the recognition
task and blocked periods of fixation. Within the task blocks, trials were
temporally jittered to allow transient and sustained signal components to
be separated (Chawla et al., 1999; Donaldson et al., 2001). Each block
period began with a visual prompt, either “FIXATE!” or “OLD?” (2.36
sec duration). Each fixation block lasted 23.6 sec, during which a fixation
cross-hair was displayed continuously. Each recognition block lasted for
106.2 sec during which stimuli were presented (15 old word trials, 15 new
word trials, 15 fixation trials). Test items presented during the recognition task were jittered by interspersing gaps (i.e., fixation trials) throughout the recognition blocks. The presentation of test items was timelocked to the onset of successive whole-brain image acquisitions. Trial
order within each recognition block was pseudorandomized so that each
type of event (presentation of targets, lures, and fixations) was equally
likely to follow the other using procedures described in Miezin et al.
(2000).
After the four functional runs relevant to this experiment, an additional four functional runs were acquired as part of a second unrelated
experiment. At the completion of scanning, participants returned to the
laboratory for a surprise lure recognition task [adapted from Buckner et
al. (2001)]. Lure recognition was used as a measure sensitive to the controlled processing mode adopted during the scanned retrieval tasks. During this task, 240 words were presented at participant controlled durations, each followed by a 0.5 sec ISI of fixation. These words comprised
the 60 lures presented in low control retrieval runs, the 60 lures presented
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Figure 1. Schematic of the “mixed blocked event-related” design used during a single fMRI
run. A, In the mixed design, as in a blocked design, each functional run was blocked such that
participants alternated between fixation baseline and performing a recognition memory task.
B, Within each memory block, participants were presented with temporally jittered test items,
as in an event-related design (see Materials and Methods).

in high control retrieval runs, and 120 new words (not presented elsewhere in the experiment). Participants identified lures presented previously in the scanner by pressing keys corresponding to “definitely old”
(dark red), “probably old” (red), “probably new” (green), and “definitely
new” responses (dark green). (Note that in this task old words were items
to which participants should have responded new in the scanned recognition task.) Participants were able to refer to a response legend presented at the bottom of the computer screen throughout the task.
Word stimuli consisted of 540 nouns (range, 3–10 letters long; mean
frequency, 12 per million; range, 5–25 per million) selected from the
Kucera and Francis (1967) norms. These words were subdivided into
nine lists of 60 words with lists matched for word length and frequency.
Mapping of lists to encoding condition (low control and high control)
and item type (targets and lures) was counterbalanced across participants. Stimuli were presented in central vision, in white capital letters on
a black background, and subtended ⬃0.5° of visual angle per letter.
A caveat regarding our behavioral methods is that level of control was
not manipulated independently of encoding task. It is likely that the
differing encoding tasks used to yield the high and low control conditions
served to influence the type and amount of information that participants
subsequently retrieved during the scanned portion of the experiment.
Readers may wish to acknowledge this aspect of the design as results from
the experiment are reported.

fMRI data analysis
Imaging data from each participant were preprocessed to remove noise
and artifacts. Motion was corrected within and across runs using a rigidbody rotation and translation algorithm (Friston et al., 1996; Snyder,
1996). Image slices were realigned in time to the midpoint of the first slice
(using sinc interpolation) to account for differences in acquisition timing
across slices. Data were then resampled into a standardized atlas space
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) using 2 mm isotropic voxels [see Maccotta et al. (2001) for details of the warping method] and smoothed with
a Gaussian spatial filter (2 mm full-width half-maximum). Preprocessed
data were analyzed using the general linear model (Friston et al., 1995;
Worsley and Friston, 1995; Miezin et al., 2000) implemented in an inhouse analysis and display package. Analyses were performed to separate
transient and sustained signal changes in addition to coding for the effects of a linear trend (to account for within-run drift) and constant term
(to account for run mean) (Donaldson et al., 2001; Visscher et al., 2003a).
Effects for all analyses are described in terms of percentage signal change,
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defined as signal magnitude divided by the mean of the estimated constant terms (one per run).
Transient effects. For each participant, the BOLD response to each trial
type (i.e., responses associated with hits, misses, correct rejections, and
false alarms in each retrieval condition) was estimated by coding a different regressor (i.e., ␦ function) for each of the seven time points (i.e.,
image acquisitions) immediately after each stimulus onset. Regressors
were also coded to account for the visual prompts at the beginning of
each fixation block. This estimation produced one time course estimate
(over seven time points per 16.52 sec) per voxel per trial condition.
Separate estimates were computed for trials occurring within the low
control and high control blocks. Cross-correlation magnitudes were also
computed for each trial condition as the inner product of the estimated
time course and a vector of contrast weights modeling the hemodynamic
response function. Here, contrast weights were derived from a ␥ function
with a delay of 2 sec and time constant of 1.25 sec (Boynton et al., 1996).
By definition, the contrast weights summed to zero and were normalized
to have a magnitude of 1. These summary cross-correlation magnitudes
from each subject were then entered into a priori analyses using specific
regions of interest (see Hypothesis-directed analyses below). The full
time course estimates were also entered into exploratory analyses on the
basis of ANOVAs that made no regional assumptions (see Exploratory
analyses below).
Sustained effects. Two sustained effects, one corresponding to each
retrieval condition, were also coded in the general linear model. These
effects were coded as occurring across the 46 time points comprising each
type of task block (low control and high control). Unlike transient effects,
sustained effects were coded as single regressors with an assumed shape
(specifically, a ␥ function convolved with a temporally extended boxcar
function reaching a maximum value during the task block and zero otherwise) (Boynton et al., 1996). A single magnitude estimate (relative to
baseline) for the sustained effect was computed for each condition at
each voxel and was entered into a priori analyses using regions of interest
(see Hypothesis-directed analyses below). These estimates also entered
into exploratory analyses that made no regional assumptions (see Exploratory analyses below).
The temporal profiles of the sustained effects were obtained using the
variance that was not explained by the model (i.e., the residual after the
effects of fixation prompts, transient item types, linear drift, and run
mean were removed). The average residual signal plus the signal associated with the modeled magnitude of a sustained effect was computed for
each time point of each participant’s data. Estimates of the temporal
evolution of the sustained effect were visualized after averaging over all
occurrences of the effect for one participant and then averaging across
participants.
Hypothesis-directed analyses. On the basis of literature reviews, specific
regions of interest associated with controlled retrieval processing were
selected a priori from previously published studies from our laboratory
(McDermott et al., 1999; Gold and Buckner, 2002; Logan et al., 2002).
Additionally, because controlled retrieval is associated with the recovery
of episodic information, and consequently with the explicit awareness
that information is old, neural correlates of “retrieval success” were also
examined. Particular attention was given to parietal and frontal regions
that have been associated with the successful recovery of episodic information (Konishi et al., 2000; Wheeler and Buckner, 2003). Regions associated with controlled processing were defined about peak locations at
(1) ⬃BA 45/47: ⫺45, 35, ⫺4 (Gold and Buckner, 2002; Logan et al.,
2002); (2) ⬃BA 44: ⫺47, 17, 24 (Gold and Buckner, 2002); (3) ⬃BA 6:
⫺55, ⫺1, 28 (Gold and Buckner, 2002); and (4) ⬃BA 10: 37, 51, 12
(McDermott et al., 1999). Regions associated with retrieval success were
centered on (1) ⬃BA 40/39: ⫺39, ⫺55, 36 (Konishi et al., 2000; Wheeler
and Buckner, 2003) and (2) ⬃BA 10/46: ⫺35, 51, 8 (Konishi et al., 2000).
Table 1 provides a summary of the regions, their peak locations, and
representative publications that have suggested a role in memory retrieval or related controlled processing.
Estimates of the transient and sustained signal changes were averaged
across all voxels within each region and were submitted to analyses on the
basis of a mixed-effects model, with subjects as a random factor. Analyses
were performed to determine whether activity modulated between con-
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Table 1. Regions of interest

control condition) was presented once
only but was encoded deeply in a pleasantness judgment task.
Regiona
Approximate location
x
y
z
Reference papersb
Behavioral results from the scanned
c
BA 45/47
Left (anterior) inferior frontal gyrus
⫺45
35
⫺4
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
portion
of the experiment suggest that
Left (posterior) inferior frontal gyrus
⫺47
17
24
4, 7, 8, 9, 10
BA 44c
participants
adopted two different rec
BA 6
Left precentral gyrus
⫺55
⫺1
28
4, 7, 8, 9, 11
trieval sets and that recognition was more
BA 10c
Right frontal-polar cortex
37
51
12
5, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
controlled in the high control condition.
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
Specifically, participants made less accu23, 24, 25, 26, 27
rate recognition judgments in the high
BA 40/39d
Left lateral parietal cortex
⫺39
⫺55
36
10, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32
Left anterior frontal cortex
⫺35
51
8
6, 27, 30, 31
BA 10/46d
versus low control condition [p(hit) ⫽
a
0.89 and 0.96 and p(correct rejection) ⫽
Regions are named on the basis of approximate Brodmann area (BA) in the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) atlas. Region labels should be considered
approximate.
0.86 and 0.96 in high and low control runs,
b
Selected reference papers that motivate interest in the regions: (1) Petersen et al., 1989; (2) Raichle et al., 1994; (3) Buckner et al., 1995a; (4) Poldrack et al.,
respectively] (Fig. 2 A). This was reflected
1999; (5) Rugg et al., 1999; (6) Ranganath et al., 2000; (7) Wagner et al., 2001b; (8) Gold and Buckner, 2002; (9) McDermott et al., 1999; (10) Wheeler and
in a 2 ⫻ 2 (retrieval condition by response)
Buckner, 2003; (11) Jonides et al., 1998; (12) Squire et al., 1992; (13) Tulving et al., 1994; (14) Buckner et al., 1995b; (15) Nyberg et al., 1995; (16) Buckner et
al., 1996; (17) Rugg et al., 1996; (18) Schacter et al., 1997; (19) MacLeod et al., 1998; (20) Buckner et al., 1998b; (21) Rugg et al., 1998; (22) Wagner et al., 1998;
mixed-effects ANOVA by a significant
(23) Düzel et al., 1999; (24) Düzel et al., 2001; (25) Henson et al., 2000; (26) Lepage et al., 2000; (27) McDermott et al., 2000; (28) Henson et al., 1999a; (29)
main effect of retrieval condition (F(1,28) ⫽
Henson et al., 1999b; (30) Habib and Lepage, 1999; (31) Konishi et al., 2000; (32) Donaldson et al., 2001.
52.44;
p ⬍ 0.001). Response times were
c
Regions predicted to be involved in controlled processing.
d
also slower in high versus low control conRegions predicted to be involved in the perception that information is old during episodic retrieval (or retrieval success).
dition (912.33 vs 777.12 msec; F(1,28) ⫽
153.04; p ⬍ 0.001), with hits being faster
Table 2. Response accuracies and times for pre-scan tests of recognition for study
than correct rejections (F(1,28) ⫽ 52.64; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 2 B).
in the low control condition
Finally, participants’ subsequent memory for lures was better for
Accuracy (SE)
RT in milliseconds (SE)
items presented in the high relative to the low control condition
HIT
CR
HIT
CR
(Fig. 2C), (F(1,27) ⫽ 27.19; p ⬍ 0.001). This effect was carried by
Test 1
0.94 (0.01)
0.92 (0.01)
744 (24)
836 (26)
participants identifying more lures with high confidence in
Test 2
0.97 (0.01)
0.95 (0.02)
684 (21)
757 (28)
the high control condition (F(1,27) ⫽ 24.88; p ⬍ 0.001). Thus our
Test 3
0.97 (0.01)
0.97 (0.02)
676 (24)
713 (27)
behavioral results suggest that, as intended, participants found
Mean accuracies and response times (RT) with SEMs (SE) in parentheses. CR, Correct rejection.
retrieval more difficult and more effortful and that they engaged
more elaborative retrieval processes, all hallmarks of controlled
processing (Schneider and Shiffrin, 1977; Shiffrin and Schneider,
1977; Mandler, 1980; Jacoby, 1991; Koriat, 2000), in the high
ditions (low control vs high control) and among trial types (in particular,
control condition.
hits vs correct rejections).
Exploratory analyses. To further explore the data, maps of voxel-wise
Although lower accuracy and increased response times in the
activity change were constructed in an exploratory manner. For the tranhigh control condition do not require that a different retrieval set
sient changes, data were analyzed in a three-factor mixed-effects ANOVA
was held, participants’ improved memory for critical lures prowith time (having seven levels corresponding to each time point in the
vides strong support for their adopting different retrieval sets
estimated trial time courses), retrieval condition (having two levels: low
across conditions. Moreover, this result is predicted by dualcontrol and high control), and response-based trial classification (two
process models that identify recollection with meaning and
levels; hits and correct rejections) as within-subjects factors (repeated
familiarity with appearance and automaticity (Mandler, 1980;
measures). Whole-brain activation maps were generated by converting
Jacoby and Dallas, 1981; Jacoby, 1991).
the F statistics from the ANOVA to z statistics and plotting them across
Atlas coordinates

the brain. An advantage of this method is that no hemodynamic response
shape is assumed in the ANOVA, and activity in regions showing delayed
or atypical responses can be detected (e.g., BA 10) (Schacter et al., 1997;
Buckner et al., 1998b). Note, however, that exploratory maps based on
ANOVA that are constructed in this manner do not indicate the direction
of effects.
To produce whole-brain statistical maps comparing sustained effects
with baseline and each other, magnitude estimates were obtained for
each participant at each voxel and were similarly submitted to paired t
tests. The resulting t statistics were converted to z statistics and were
plotted over the whole brain using surface-based representations (Van
Essen et al., 2001) [see Wheeler and Buckner (2003) for details of the
projection method as applied here].

Results
The aim of the behavioral procedures was to create two retrieval
conditions that differed with respect to the level of control required to perform a recognition task. To this end, before the
scanned recognition tests, participants encoded two lists of words
in different ways. One list (to be presented in the low control
condition) was studied and tested repeatedly (three times). Participants’ mean response accuracies and times for these three tests
are presented in Table 2. A second list (to be presented in the high

Hypothesis-directed analyses
Specific regions of interest associated with differential responding for hits versus correct rejections (or retrieval success) and with controlled retrieval processing were defined a
priori, on the basis of literature reviews and recent work in our
laboratory (Table 1).
Transient effects
A frequent finding in the literature is that a left lateral parietal
region at or near BA 40/39 and a left anterior frontal region at or
near BA 10/46 increase activity when items are retrieved correctly
(Habib and Lepage, 1999; Henson et al., 1999b; Konishi et al.,
2000; McDermott et al., 2000; Donaldson et al., 2001; Wheeler
and Buckner, 2003). Regional analyses in the present study replicated this basic finding and further demonstrated that this modulation to old information can occur within epochs (blocks) that
rely on minimally controlled as well as extensively controlled
retrieval processes (Fig. 3).
BOLD responses in left lateral parietal cortex (Fig. 3B) were
increased significantly for hits relative to correct rejections, reflected in a main effect of response (F(1,28) ⫽ 47.48; p ⬍ 0.001)
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when signal magnitude was assessed. Results from ANOVAs assessing magnitudes
indicated that there was also a significant
response ⫻ retrieval condition interaction
(F(1,28) ⫽ 5.43; p ⬍ 0.05) with high control
hits associated with greater activation than
low control hits; however, the interaction
of response ⫻ retrieval condition ⫻ time
failed to reach significance (F(6,168) ⫽ 1.39;
p ⬎ 0.2) when time courses were examined
in an analogous analysis. Note however,
that qualitatively there was somewhat
greater activation for high control hits rel- Figure 2. Behavioral results indicate that participants adopted different retrieval sets for the high and low control conditions.
ative to low control hits.
A, Recognition was less accurate in the high versus low control condition. B, Response times were slower in high versus low control
Transient effects in left anterior frontal conditions, with hits (HIT) being faster than correct rejections (CR). C, Subsequent memory for lures presented during the scanned
cortex (Fig. 3E) followed a similar al- tests was better for items presented in the high versus low control condition. (In C, DN, PN, PO, and DO refer to participants
though not identical pattern. Again, event- identifying critical lures as “definitely new,” “probably new,” “probably old,” and “definitely old.”)
related BOLD responses increased for hits
relative to correct rejections, reflected in a
main effect of response (F(1,28) ⫽ 19.61;
p ⬍ 0.001), when signal magnitude was
assessed. There was no effect of retrieval
condition, nor did any significant interactions (on the basis of magnitudes or time
courses) involve level of control.
A second set of analyses focused on regions associated with controlled retrieval
(Fig. 4). A region in anterior left inferior
prefrontal cortex (aLIPC) near BA 45/47 is
frequently reported to be active during semantic (meaning based) word generation
and monitoring, and other tasks requiring
controlled retrieval processing (Petersen
et al., 1989; Raichle et al., 1994; Demb et
al., 1995; Roskies et al., 2001; Wagner et al.,
2001b; Gold and Buckner, 2002). On the
basis of these findings, it has been suggested that BA 45/47 is important in the
controlled retrieval of information, in particular, semantic information (Demb et
al., 1995; Gabrieli et al., 1998; Wagner et
al., 2000; Roskies et al., 2001; Gold and
Buckner, 2002) or selection from among
competing semantic representations
(Thompson-Schill et al., 1997). Consistent
with these characterizations, in this study, Figure 3. Left parietal and left anterior frontal cortex increased activity for HIT trials versus correct rejection (CR) trials. A, A
BA 45/47 (Fig. 4 A–C) showed significantly horizontal section shows the BA 40/39 region overlaid onto a standardized anatomical image (z ⫽ ⫹40). B, Magnitude estimates
greater activation in the high control rela- of signal change in BA 40/39 for each condition. A significant HIT/CR difference was obtained in both control conditions. C, A
tive to the low control condition regardless horizontal section showing greater statistical activation at z ⫽ ⫹40 for HIT trials than for CR trials in exploratory analyses.
of whether participants were responding Thresholds are set at z ⫽ 3.29, p ⫽ 0.001, two tailed. D–F are similar in layout to A–C, respectively, except that the displayed
to studied targets or new lures (i.e., with region represents left anterior frontal cortex (z ⫽ ⫹8).
hits or correct rejections) (F(1,28) ⫽ 7.65;
significant effect of response (F(1,28) ⫽ 0.35; p ⬎ 0.5) or any
p ⬍ 0.01).
significant interactions involving retrieval condition and reA second, more posterior portion of left frontal cortex along
sponse (F(1,28) ⫽ 1.99; p ⬎ 0.17) as would be expected if activity
the dorsal extent of inferior frontal gyrus (pLIPC) at or near BA
modulated purely with response time, because hits were signifi44 (Fig. 4 D) was also examined on the basis of previous findcantly faster than correct rejections in both retrieval conditions
ings that similar regions modulate in a manner similar to
(Fig. 2 B).
aLIPC (near BA 45/47) (Buckner et al., 1998a; Nolde et al.,
It is important to note that many previous studies examining
1998a,b; Rugg et al., 1999; Ranganath et al., 2000; Wagner et
activation in pLIPC have frequently focused on large regions that
al., 2001a; Gold and Buckner, 2002). In the present experiment,
encompass portions of both BA 44 and adjacent BA 6 (Buckner et
BA 44 modulated with level of control, showing significantly
al., 1998b). Recent work (Dobbins et al., 2002; Gold and Buckner,
greater activation in the high control condition relative to the low
2002; McDermott et al., 2003) suggests that BA 44 and BA 6 are
control condition (F(1,28) ⫽ 25.49; p ⬍ 0.001) (Fig. 4 E, F ) but no
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(whether verbal or nonverbal) but is not
always active during other controlled verbal or nonverbal processing tasks [but see
MacLeod et al. (1998) and Koechlin et al.
(1999)]. Furthermore, transient effects in
right frontal-polar cortex sometimes show
atypically delayed and prolonged responses in event-related fMRI studies
(Schacter et al., 1997; Buckner et al.,
1998b; Henson et al., 2000). Moreover,
several authors have suggested that right
frontal-polar cortex functions to provide
ongoing monitoring during retrieval,
leading to the possibility that activity in
this region reflects sustained as opposed to
transient processing components.
Consistent with this possibility, no significant transient changes in the BOLD response were observed in right frontalpolar cortex. As depicted in Figure 4 H,
right BA 10 showed no significant modulation of BOLD response by control condition (F(1,28) ⫽ 0.27; p ⬎ 0.5) or response
(F(1,28) ⫽ 1.61; p ⬎ 0.2). Rather, across
conditions, the magnitude of the BOLD
response did not differ. In light of previous
findings showing delayed responses in
right frontal-polar cortex, the magnitude
of responses in this region was also estimated after delays of 4, 6, and 8 sec (in
addition to our assumed delay of 2 sec). In
no case was the transient BOLD response
found to differ significantly from baseline.
These results converge with findings reported recently by Wheeler and Buckner
(2003). By contrast, right BA 10 did show
significant sustained signal changes, as discussed in the next section.
Sustained effect
Magnitudes of sustained effects were estimated for each of the six regions of interest
(Table 1). Three regions, a region in pLIPC
near BA 6, left lateral parietal cortex near
BA 40/39, and perhaps most notably, right
frontal-polar cortex near BA 10 showed
sustained effects that diverged significantly from baseline. First,
BA 6 showed sustained modulations that reflected significantly
decreased activity in the low control condition relative to baseline
(t(28) ⫽ ⫺3.26; p ⬍ 0.01; two-tailed, as elsewhere), but sustained
activity in the high control condition did not differ (t(28) ⫽
⫺0.72; p ⬎ 0.4). In both left lateral parietal cortex (near BA
40/39) and right BA 10, sustained BOLD responses were significantly increased in the high control condition relative to baseline
(t(28) ⫽ 4.20, p ⬍ 0.001 for BA 40/39; t(28) ⫽ 3.38, p ⬍ 0.01 for BA
10) but did not differ for the low control condition (t(28) ⫽ 0.31,
p ⬎ 0.7 for BA 40/39; t(28) ⫽ 0.86, p ⬎ 0.39 for BA 10). Sustained
activity in the high control condition was compared directly with
that in the low control condition for each of these three regions.
The high control condition showed significantly greater sustained activity than the low control condition in BA 6 and BA
40/39 (t(28) ⫽ 2.16, p ⬍ 0.05 for BA 6; t(28) ⫽ 3.33, p ⬍ .005 for BA
40/39), but although there was a qualitative difference, this com-

Figure 4. aLIPC (A–C) and pLIPC (D–F ) increased activity in the high versus low control condition. No trial-related modulation
by level of control or response was observed in right frontal-polar cortex (G–I ). The panel layout parallels that of Figure 3. For
sections showing statistical activation in the high control condition relative to the low control condition, thresholds are set at z ⫽
2.58, p ⫽ 0.01, two-tailed.

heterogeneous and can show dissociable patterns of activation
consistent with the proposed dissociation of these regions. Replicating this dissociation, in the present study, a region at or near
BA 6 showed no significant modulation of BOLD response by
control condition (F(1,28) ⫽ 0.65; p ⬎ 0.43) or response (F(1,28) ⫽
2; p ⬎ 0.17). Rather, all trial types showed an equivalent level of
BOLD signal change. No significant modulation of signal magnitude by response or control condition was observed, but a significant main effect of time was obtained when time courses were
considered (F(6,168) ⫽ 36.76; p ⬍ 0.001).
Finally, we examined transient activation changes in a rightlateralized region of frontal-polar cortex at or near BA 10 (McDermott et al., 1999) (Fig. 4G). Similar regions at or near BA 10
have been shown to be active across various episodic retrieval
tasks (Table 1) (for review, see Buckner, 1996; Nyberg et al.,
1996). Relative to more posterior regions of frontal cortex,
frontal-polar cortex, particularly on the right, is more selectively
involved in tasks that require retrieval of episodic information
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Figure 5. pLIPC (near BA 6), left lateral parietal cortex, and right frontal-polar cortex showed significant changes in sustained activity across task blocks. Time courses for these effects are depicted.
pLIPC (near BA 6) showed significantly decreased sustained activity in the low control condition relative to baseline and relative to the high control condition ( A). Left lateral parietal cortex ( D) and
right frontal-polar cortex ( G) showed significantly increased sustained activity in the high control condition relative to baseline, and also for left lateral parietal cortex, relative to the low control
condition. In A, D, and G, gray bars represent task periods. Broken lines represent mean sustained activity during task periods and during periods of fixation. Regions showing significant sustained
activity in the high control condition are depicted in B, E, and H. Regions showing significant sustained activity in the low control condition are depicted in C, F, and I. Thresholds are set at z ⫽ ⫾1.96;
p ⫽ 0.05, two-tailed. Approximate locations of regions explored in hypothesis-directed analyses, for which sustained time courses are depicted, are circled.

parison failed to reach significance in right BA 10 (t(28) ⫽ 1.52;
p ⫽ 0.14). Time courses for these effects are depicted in Figure 5.
Exploratory analyses
Whole-brain exploratory analyses revealed several regions showing transient modulations in the BOLD response on the basis of
retrieval success, including regions investigated in hypothesisdriven analyses (Fig. 6 A). Hits led to increased activity in left
anterior frontal cortex at or near BA 10/46, bilateral parietal cortex overlapping BA 40/39, medial parietal cortex, posterior cingulate/precuneus, and bilateral parahippocampal gyrus (extending into or near hippocampus proper) relative to correct
rejections.
The differing levels of controlled processing produced
changes in transient activity in various brain regions, again including regions investigated in hypothesis-directed analyses (Fig.
6 B). Increased BOLD responses were observed for the high control relative to the low control condition in left dorsal and inferior
frontal cortex, bilateral inferior temporal cortex, lateral and me-

dial parietal cortex, and medial frontal cortex. For all exploratory
analyses involving transient effects, thresholds were set at z ⫽
2.58, p ⫽ 0.01, two-tailed.
In common with previous studies using mixed blocked eventrelated designs (Donaldson et al., 2001; Burgund et al., 2003), an
extensive network of regions showed sustained activity (Fig.
6C,D). Positive activity in both the high and low control conditions was evident in medial frontal cortex, medial occipital cortex, bilateral frontal opercular/insular cortex, bilateral middle
temporal gyrus, cingulate gyrus, and bilateral cerebellum. In both
conditions, negative activity was observed in medial frontal cortex (ventral to the positive activations) and bilateral occipital–
parietal cortex. Additionally, several regions showed increased
sustained activity only in the high control condition. These regions included right dorsal frontal cortex, bilateral lateral parietal
cortex, and right frontal-polar cortex. Here, thresholds were set at
z ⫽ ⫾2.58, p ⫽ 0.01, two-tailed. A direct comparison of sustained
activity in the high and low control conditions revealed increased
sustained activity in the high control relative to the low control
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Discussion
The present study investigated neural correlates of controlled processing components engaged during episodic retrieval
using a mixed blocked event-related design (Donaldson and Buckner, 2001;
Donaldson et al., 2001; Otten et al., 2002;
Visscher et al., 2003a). Functional dissociation across regions subserving sustained
and transient processes was noted within
frontal cortex. Of particular interest, right
frontal-polar cortex (at or near BA 10)
contributed to sustained control processes
in the absence of trial-related effects, providing direct evidence of a role for right
frontal-polar cortex in retrieval mode
(Tulving, 1983). Taken in the context of
trial-associated activity in more posterior
frontal regions, this result provides support for a hierarchy of controlled processing resources in frontal cortex, with
frontal-polar regions contributing to a set,
or mode, that interacts with more posterior frontal regions that guide retrieval on
a trial-by-trial basis [see also Sakai et al.
(2002)]. Intentional uses of memory, such
as recollection (Mandler, 1980; Jacoby,
1991), may depend on this hierarchy of processing resources. The finding that right
frontal-polar contributions to retrieval include a sustained component also reconciles
a number of discrepant findings that have
arisen when contrasting blocked-trial paradigms with event-related paradigms.
Right frontal-polar cortex participates
in sustained control processes
Consistent with previous neuropsychological explorations (for review, see
Schacter, 1987; Shimamura et al., 1991;
Wheeler et al., 1995), a large number of
Figure 6. A, B, Exploratory statistical activation maps based on ANOVA from item contrasts show regions that were transiently human imaging studies have noted frontal
modulated. A, Activation maps show regions that modulated differentially for HIT relative to CR trials. B, Activation maps show contributions to episodic memory reregions that modulated differentially for high relative to low control trials. Level of significance scale is shown in the color scale bar trieval (for review, see Fletcher et al., 1998;
below B. Note that because these maps derive from ANOVA interaction terms, direction of effects is not represented. C, D,
Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Buckner, 2003).
Exploratory voxel-based statistical activation maps on the basis of t statistics show regions that modulated in a sustained manner.
C, Activation maps show significant modulation for the high control condition. D, Activation maps show significant modulation for Because of methodological limitations, early
the low control condition. Level of significance is shown in the color scale bar below D. All activation maps are shown projected blocked paradigms averaged activity over extended epochs during which many retrieval
onto representative inflated cortical surfaces.
attempts were performed in rapid succession
(Squire et al., 1992). Right frontal activity,
condition in bilateral dorsal frontal cortex, inferior frontal corparticularly
within
frontal-polar
cortex near BA 10, was almost altex, lateral parietal cortex, opercular–insular cortex, left middle
ways
observed
during
these
studies
(for review, see Buckner, 1996;
temporal gyrus, and a region in right frontal-polar cortex, parNyberg
et
al.,1996).
By
contrast,
more
recent event-related paratially overlapping with, but not identical to, the region explored
digms that explore activity time-locked to individual trials note right
in hypothesis-directed analyses. For this comparison, thresholds
frontal-polar activity less often or report activity that is atypically
were set at z ⫽ ⫾1.96, p ⫽ 0.05, two-tailed. Because of this liberal
prolonged in time (Schacter et al., 1997) [see also Rugg and Henson
criterion, these exploratory activations are presented as tentative
(2002) for a recent review of event-related findings].
candidates for future investigation. All data interpreted in the
One possible factor contributing to these complicated findpresent paper derive from analyses of activity in a priori-defined
ings is that right frontal-polar cortex (near BA 10) plays a role in
regions meeting strict statistical criteria in hypothesis-directed
forming and maintaining an attentional set, or task mode, that
analyses. (Complete coordinate lists for all exploratory effects can
be obtained from the authors on request.)
extends over multiple individual retrieval attempts (Nyberg et al.,
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1995; Düzel et al., 1999). Many kinds of systems require statedependent gating such that information is handled differently
depending on the operational task at hand (Buckner, 2003).
Right frontal-polar cortex may contribute to gating processes in
the cognitive domain, helping to maintain cognitive set during
retrieval, particularly when a retrieval task requires that one constrain retrieval to a specific past context. Düzel and colleagues
(1999) provided initial evidence that frontal-polar contributions
to retrieval may be sustained by combining data from DCrecorded event-related potentials and positron emission tomography (PET). Participants were presented with sets of four-item
test lists and were cued to make either semantic (animacy) or
recognition judgments. Cues signaling the recognition task elicited a sustained positive shift over right frontal scalp electrodes,
consistent with findings from an analogous PET study, which
revealed activation in right frontal-polar cortex. In accord with
the results presented here, Düzel et al. (1999) interpreted their
findings as providing evidence for the role of right frontal-polar
cortex in forming and maintaining a sustained task mode specific
to episodic retrieval.
In the present study, direct dissociation of sustained and transient contributions to controlled processing showed that right
frontal-polar cortex activity can be sustained during episodic
memory retrieval. The absence of such an effect during the low
control condition tentatively suggests that frontal-polar contributions are modulated by the level of control required; however,
further studies that have more power for direct contrasts among
retrieval conditions will be required to support this possibility
more strongly. In addition, further investigations are warranted
to explore sustained and transient responses in paradigms that
have suggested some level of transient modulation in right BA10
(McDermott et al., 2000; Rugg et al., 2003).
Efficacy of the mixed blocked event-related design
The sustained activity in right frontal-polar cortex observed in
our high control condition occurred in the absence of significant
trial-related effects. This result goes some way toward addressing
concerns that sustained activity might reflect “spillover” from
transient responses (Visscher et al., 2003a). The present findings
reveal that some regions exhibit predominantly sustained activity, whereas others exhibit predominantly transient changes (e.g.,
aLIPC, near BA 45/47). Still other regions showed concurrent
sustained and transient responses.
Notably, left lateral parietal cortex showed transient effects
that modulated predominantly on the basis of the mnemonic
status of an item, with hits producing greater signal change than
correct rejections. This transient activity was set against a background of sustained activity that modulated with level of control.
Left dorsal frontal cortex near BA 6 also showed significant transient modulations relative to baseline across all trial conditions,
but sustained activity was evident only in the low control condition, and this activity presented as significant negative change.
Although only limited mixed blocked event-related designs
(or variants thereof) have been reported (Donaldson et al., 2001;
Otten et al., 2002; Burgund et al., 2003; Visscher et al., 2003b),
consistencies across studies are beginning to emerge. Several regions (e.g., bilateral frontal operculum/insular cortex and medial
frontal cortex) show sustained activity across experiments. These
regions represent good candidates for supporting task-general
control signals, at least in the lexical domain, because all experiments reported thus far have used verbal materials. In contrast,
sustained activity in right frontal-polar cortex, as observed in the
present study, seems to modulate in a task-specific manner, with
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data from blocked designs implying that this region might show
similar activation across changes in stimulus modality and retrieval task. We do not anticipate that frontal-polar contributions
will be specific to episodic retrieval (Buckner, 2003) but rather
will be required during subsets of tasks that demand certain kinds
of task control, such as controlled recognition, and also during
some working memory and decision tasks (Koechlin et al., 1999;
Braver and Bongiolatti, 2002).
Regions within frontal cortex dissociate on the basis of their
temporal profiles
The present findings demonstrate functional dissociations
among regions within frontal cortex. Right frontal-polar cortex
showed sustained modulation in the high control condition, in
direct contrast to aLIPC and the anterior portion of pLIPC (near
BA 45/47 and BA 44, respectively), which showed transient modulation. Both aLIPC and pLIPC were strongly activated in the
high control condition relative to the low control condition (Fig.
4) and similarly so for hits and correct rejections.
Within frontal cortex, aLIPC (near BA 45/47) and pLIPC
(near BA44) are frequently reported to be active during tasks that
require controlled retrieval of information, particularly (but not
exclusively) within the semantic domain (Petersen et al., 1989;
Raichle et al., 1994; Demb et al., 1995; Roskies et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 2001b; Gold and Buckner, 2002; Nyberg et al., 2003).
Related modulations have been observed directly in episodic
memory retrieval tasks (Nolde et al., 1998a; Rugg et al., 1999;
Ranganath et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 2001a; Dobbins et al., 2002;
Konishi et al., 2002; Cabeza et al., 2003; Nyberg et al., 2003;
Wheeler and Buckner, 2003). On the basis of these findings, it has
been suggested that these prefrontal regions are important in
controlled retrieval or selection from among competing representations during many forms of retrieval, including semantic
elaboration (Thompson-Schill et al., 1997). Consistent with these
characterizations, in the present study, aLIPC and pLIPC showed
significantly greater activation in the high control relative to the
low control condition regardless of whether participants were
responding to studied targets or new lures (i.e., with hits or correct rejections) [see also Dobbins et al. (2002); Cabeza et al.
(2003); Wheeler et al. (2003)].
One speculative possibility is that aLIPC and the anterior portion of pLIPC near BA 44 that modulate on a trial-by-trial basis
during retrieval form a hierarchy of processing resources with
frontal-polar cortex (near BA10). Frontal-polar cortex may contribute to establishing an attentional set, or retrieval mode, that
interacts with more posterior frontal regions that enable search
and evaluation processes deployed on the basis of momentary
processing demands.
A further dissociation was noted in that left anterior frontal
cortex near BA 10/46 (and left lateral parietal cortex near BA
40/39) increased activity during retrieval of studied items (i.e., for
hits) relative to the identification of new items (i.e., for correct rejections), independent of level of control. This result is in accord with
previous studies comparing hits with correct rejections (Habib and
Lepage, 1999; Konishi et al., 2000). We interpret this finding as demonstrating that left anterior frontal cortex modulates on the basis of
the perception of oldness rather than on retrieval success, as such
modulation is sometimes described. This interpretation is on the
basis of related studies (Wheeler and Buckner, 2003) showing that
left anterior frontal cortex and left lateral parietal cortex increase
activity when participants decide that items are old, regardless of
whether items are actually old or new.
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Conclusions
Using mixed blocked event-related fMRI, the present study demonstrates that regions subserving sustained and transient processes involved in retrieval can be functionally dissociated. Most
notably, a region in right frontal-polar cortex near BA 10 exhibited prominent sustained signal changes. aLIPC (near BA 45/47)
and anterior pLIPC (near BA 44) modulated with level of control
but did so on a transient trial-by-trial basis. These multiple frontal regions may provide dissociable processing resources to retrieval tasks and other forms of task outside the domain of memory retrieval that require high levels of controlled processing.
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